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, oAssembly
Amendment Proposed To Alter 1Senat
’Battle’State
Structure of Student Council College Trustees
A prenesed amendment to the
ASB constitution which would
radically alter the structure of
Student Council came before
Council at the group’s meeting
yestenlaY.
Introduced by junior representative Steve Larson and sophomore
representative Bill Erdman, the
plan would make class presidents
voting members of Student Council and would trim the number of
Council members to 17 from its
present 19.
e proposal was referred by a
unanimous vote to Student. Council’s Constitution and By-laws
committee and the Academic
committee for further study.
Under the proposed plan, according to its sponsors, Student
Council would be composed of the
tour class presidents; six upper
division representatives; six lower
division representatives; and the
ASB vice president as chairman.
The move does not allow for a
set number of representatives for
a specific class.
This means that it would be
possible for six members of one
class to represent a division. Graduate students under the proposal
would be classified as upper division.
Under the present set-up, Council is comprised of four representatives from each class; two graduate representatives; and the ASB
vice president as chairman.
The Constitution and By-laws
conunittee, chaired by Erdman,
and the Academic committee,
headed by sophomore representative Dirk Eastman. will make separate reports to the Council at
next week’s meeting.
A second constitutional amend-

Political Columnist
To Speak Monday
Political columnist Marquis
Chikis, one of the so-called "hard
core" of the Washington press
corps, will discuss the first year
of the Kennedy administration in
his speech "Washington Calling,"
Nionday at 8 p.m. in Morris Dailey
auditorium.
A newsman for 35 years, Iowa born Childs is author of several
hooks and the syndicated column,
"Washington Calling," appearing
in over 150 newspapers.
The columnist was graduated
from University of Wisconsin with
a RA. in 1923, and took an M.A.
at University of Iowa in 1925. He
ha.s been a Washington correspondent since 1934.

ment proposal, also by Larson and
Erdman was similarly referred
to these committees for a week.
This proposal, which calls for
the addition of two items to the
constitution, asks that ASB elections be defined as those involving
the election of ASH officers, and
constitutional changes; and that
an ASB election be declared invalid if votes are not cast by at
least five per cent of the Student
Body.
At present, ASH elections are
not specifically defined in the constitution.
In other business, Student Council approved two ASB appoint-

Dr. Watson Reviews

’Rebel’ in Book Talk
The life of Emma Goldman, a radical anarchist who challenged
the social, political and intellectual convictions of Americans from the
1890s to 1940, was reviewed by Dr. James E. Watson, associate professor of political science and education, at the book talk yesterday
In the cafeteria.
Speaking before an informal audience of students and faculty.
Dr. Watson related the radical, revolutionary ideas advocated by Miss
Goldman and her associates as depicted by Richard Drinnon, profes- ened the safety and security of the
nation.
sor of history.
Stepping to her defense, how"She was an anarchist lecturer
and publicist, an agitator of free ever, John Dewey, American philspeech, a popularizer of the arts, osopher and educator, said, "Emma
a leading feminist and pioneer ad- Goldman’s reputation was made up
vocate of birth control, and a by yellow journalism and misguidsharp critic of Soviet communism," ed police raids."
Dr. Watson declared.
After years of political maneuvAnarchists are usually thought ering. Miss Goldman was deported
of as wild-eyed, bomb-throwing to her native Russia in 1919.
Shocked by Russian life after
radicals, "but Emma Goldman did
not fit this stereotype. She was a the revolution, she lectured
remarkable woman of many parts," throughout Europe and Canada, denouncing the posing threat of the
Dr. Watson asserted.
Soviet Communist government. She
The basis for Miss Goldman’s bedied in Canada in 1940.
liefs evolved from the influences of
the anarchist radical, Peter Kropotkin, a Russian prince.
Throughout her activities as a
lecturer and organizer, Miss Goldman’s name was linked with Alexander Burkman, another active anarchist of the early 1900s, Dr. Watson pointed out.
Miss Goldman was characterized
by the press of that time as "Red
Emma," a wild radical who threat- -

’Cafe Capers’
The Crestwoods, a rock-androll combo, will play at "Cafe
Capers" today at 1:30 p.m. in the
cafeteria. This is the first "Cafe
Capers" to be sponsored by the
social affairs committee.

world wire
DAMASCUS, Syria UPD--The Syrian army seized power early
YestellitlY and promised to continue the principles of last fall’s military
rouP which split Syria from Egypt. The early morning takeover toppled the shortlived government of President Nazirn El KUthil, who
resigned along with his cabinet and 172-member parliament. Damascus
radio announced that Gen. Abdul Kerim Zahredeen, commander -inchief re the army, had accepted the resignations of political leaders.
This seemed to place him as the leader of the coup. A series of army
convnuniques established military rule but promised eventual return
of the government to civil control.
USSR IS LONE ’Mt: POWER’ AT GENEVA
GENEVA (UPD----The 17 -nation disarmament conference settled
ren yesterday to detailed examination of Communist and Western
lIons. Russia’s Andrei Gromyko WaS the only big power foreign minis’or still on hand. The conference called an off-the-record meeting this
morning for consideration of pre-disarmament measures which might
r!sluce the risk of war. With Secretary of State 1)ean Rusk and British
hweign Secretary Lord Home gone, 11 foreign ministers and one de!mse minister remained for the discussions that are expected to con’nue at least through the summer. The other nations were metre’Med by lesser officials. The West hoped for agreement by mid -summer on measures to end the spread of nuclear weapons. The Russians
91welillY intended to stand firm on their all -or-nothing demand for
1.eneral and complete disarmament without international inspections.
ARGENTINE MILITARY MAKES POWER BID
BUENOS AIRES (UP11 The arms’ forces yesterday arbitrarily
’mOverl President Arturo Frondizi’s palace guard and seized the COM.
numeations ministry in an apparent prelude to the ouster of the chief
’ertttive. The heads of the army, navy and air. force called on the
r’renIdent to demand his immediate resignation. His downfall appeared
..nevitable. Only
a few hours earlier Frondizi had survived his 36th
’lg. la in less than four years, an unsuccessful pocket revolt aimed at
:’1.zurs, of government radio stations when the army broke up the plot
apparent right-wing extremists.

lir

merits by student Pres. Brent Davis and rejected a third.
Named as justices on the ASH
Judiciary were Martin A. Cooper
and Phil Cook, while Council gave
the appointment of ASH personnel
officer Barney Goldstein as senior
representative on the Council a
3-7-2 thumbs-down vote.
This means Council is now operating with two vacant pasts-senior and graduate representatives. Gary Wood resigned his senior position three weeks ago and
graduate representative F. J. Espamer’s resignation was accepted
yesterday. Both men gave class
conflicts as reason for leaving.

Publisher To Talk
On ’Road to War’

Bindon Wolfe, editor and publisher of "The Californian," liberal
monthly San Francisco magazine,
will speak on "American Nationalism and the Road to World War
III" tomorrow at 12:30 p.m. in
Morris Dailey auditorium.
Wolfe will be the first non-faculty speaker sponsored by TASC
(Toward Active Student Community) this semester.
Wolfe, a declared opponent of
right-wing conservatism, appeared
last week at Foothill college in
an active discussion with his audience. Robert Welch, head of the
John Birch society, spoke the same
day but declined to appear with
Wolfe.

SACRAMENTO (UPI) The
trustees of the state colleges found
themselves caught in a tug-of-war
yesterday between the senate and
assembly.
Unless they Move their headquarters from Los Angeles to Sacramento the senate threatened in
its version of the budget they’ll
lose their salaries totaling $1,047,000.
The assembly version of the budget says exactly the opposite -if
the trustees spend five cents to
move their headquarters back to
the capital city, they’ll go without
pay checks.
Obviously, neither house is serious about abolishing the trustees
but both are adamant in their demands over the location of the
headquarters.
The trustees have testified they
want to set up shop in Los Angeles
so that they will be closest to the
largest concentration of population
and the site of most state college
campuses.
The senate, particularly its influential leader, Sen. Hugh M. Burns,
D-Fresno, feels too many state
(Continued on Page 6)

’Scitchmoi To Blow
For Alumni Fund
Famed trumpeter Louis "Satchmo" Armstrong and his All-Stars
will appear in civic auditorium
Saturday night at 8:30.
Tickets to the concert may be
obtained at the SJS Alumni office,
building K, on Seventh st next
to the cafeteria. They are also at
the San Jose box office, Ste. Claire
hotel, Market and San Carlos sts.
Tickets are $4, $3.50, $3 and $2.50.
The appearance of the popular
jazz musician and his band is
sponsored by the SJS Alumni assn.
A portion of the concert’s proceeds
will be used to build up an alumni
scholarship and development fund
which was initiated last summer.

Amendment Excludes
International Students
fly JOAN JAr h suet
A major victory in the drive to
exempt tureign students from us
hike in outerf-slate tuition tees
was stored yesterday when the
state senate education committee
voted to Lunen(’ the proposed bill,
excluding foreign students nun
the increase.
SJS graduate student Francis
Azimi and Dr. Harold Kazmann,
president of the International Strident center in San Jose, appeared
before the committee yesterday in
Sacramento to explain the amendment which originated at SJS.
Azimi said the six senators on
the committee had overlooked the
fact that the proposed non-resident tuition hike would affect 20,000 foreign students attending
California state colleges.

State Decides, ’No Authority’ Psychologist
In SJS Seventh St. Appeal Will Speak
Dr. Harry F. Harlow, famed reAfter reviewing the Seventh at. on the problem after conferring
controversy, the state public works with San Jose City Manager A. P. search psychologist and professor
of psychology at the University of
board has decided it lacks author- Hamann last week.
He told the board that approxi- Wisconsin, will speak on "The Efity in resolving the problem and
will leave it squarely up to the mately 6000 ears use Seventh at. fects of Early Experience on Perdaily. Of these, 2000 comprise sonal-Social, Heterosexual and Mastate college board of trustees.
The city of San Jose is reluctant "through traffic" and 4000 are as- ternal Behavior in Monkeys" at 8
tomorrow night in Concert Hall.
to close the street bisecting the sociated with the campus.
campus without assurance that the
The SJS Psychology department
San Jose City Council will constate will widen alternate streeta sider the street closing at its meet- and the college lecture committee
to handle the increased traffic load ing Monday. The tie-breaking vote will sponsor the talk in conjunction
adequately.
of City Councilman Parker Hath- with the National Science founda"We’re not in a position to put away will decide the issue, pre- tion and the American Psychology
pressure on the city or the col- viously deadlocked in a 3-3 vote. assn.
Professor Harlow holds B.A. and
lege," said Hale Champion, state
SJS student council officials and
finance director and chairman of interested students are expected Ph.D. degrees from Stanford unithe public works board.
to be at the meeting to support the versity. He has been on the WisThe board lost extensive policy- college request for closing the consin faculty since 1930. A memmaking powers over physical devel- street and to present a student pe- ber of numerous professional and
scientific societies, Professor Haropment of college campuses when tition.
low was awarded the Warren medthe new state master plan for highal of the Society of Experimental
er education was effected. Only
Psychologists in 1956.
specific proposals now come before
Since 1951, Professor H.arlow has
the board for appropriations.
Diplomatic relations between the
While no official action could be U.S. and the tiny realm of Lich- edited the Journal of Comparative
taken, board members did see tenburg take a dip in "Call Me and Physiological Psychology and
merit in closing Seventh at. per- Madam," tomorrow night’s Friday was president of the Midwestern
Psychological assn. in 1947-46.
manently, thereby adding area to Flick, 7 and 9 o’clock at TH55.
He was a Carnegie Fellow in anThe fast moving musical comedy
the campus proper.
They saw only limited advantage film which stars Ethel Merman, thropology at Columbia university
to closing the street to general Donald O’Connor, Vera Ellen and in 1939-40, and chief of Human Retraffic, reserving it for college George Sanders, pokes fun at U.S. sources research for the Army in
foreign support, senate investigat- 1950-52.
parking and access.
The talk will be open to the pub
Robert Bradford, state public ing committees and diplomacy.
lie without charee
AdrniS.Sil/11 I. I hi. nu, is 25
work, iireeter, briefed the beard

Friday Flick

gyptian Engineer Guest SJS Prof
-

SAC TALK
"The Conscience of a Conservative" will be explored by H. McDowell, an associate of U.S. Senator Barry Goldwater of Arizona,
today at 3:30 p.m. in Morris Dailey
auditorium.
The talk, sponsored by Students
Against Communism, will be open
to the public.

EXCHANGE PROFESSORDr. Ibrahim H. A. Elabd, professor
of electrical engineering, is teaching at SJS on a program supported by the Egyptian government. Dr. Elabd instructs 14
14,11dt
courses in electrical engineering.

1 English Dept. Sets April 13 ’Richard III’ Today
Literary Awards Deadline In Morris Dailey
A deadline of April 13 has been
given by the English department
to SJS students wishing to enter
the contest for the annual Phelan
Literary awards held here.
Prize allotments will total $1000.
Students wishing to enter competition mast not be over 30 years
of are and must ne registered as
a regular student at SJS for at
least one semester of the regular
school year.
Ten creative writing areas are
open to student contestants. They
Include: patterned lyric poetry,
sonnets, free verse lyric, narrative
or satrical verse and prose satire.
Other forms are short stories

Petitions favoring the amend- !claim the state of California
rnent to senate Lill six, proposed should follow the lead in estabby Senator George- Miller of Con- lishing a -Peace Corps on the
tra t’osta county, were presented home taunt’’ tor her keeign stuto the vorrinuttee by Azimi. More dents.
thorn 500 signatures had UK% obAn increase in tuition %serail
tained in two days.
mean many foreign students would
The committee voted unani- be unable to return next year hemum), to include the amendment cause of a strict budget, accordin the bill when it is presented ing to
A number of SJS foreign stuto the senate within the next five
dents pointed out that a tuition
days.
hike would affect students in the
Azimi pointed out to the senanative country who are considertors that the additional revenue
ing coming to American schools
for the tuition hike from $255 to
more than those already enrolled
$360 annually would be very
in the schools here.
minimum.
"These neutral students at home
"We’re competing with Russia will choose to go to Soviet schools
in an ideological war and we have where the tuition is free, rather
to offer something to attract stu- than pay the higher fee for U.S.
dents here," he told them.
schools," a student from Pakistan
Supporters of the amendment told the Spartan Daily.

(over 2000 words), short, short
stories runder 2000 words’, familiar essay, critical essay and plays.
Entriee may be submitted to the I
English department office in the
Faculty Office building.
All entries must be typed and
double-spaeed. Students may enter
any number of manuscripts in each
division. All student writings are
eligible if they have not been previously published.
Judging of entries in each category will be done by committees
made up of members of the English faculty.
Winners are scheduled to be announced in May.

"Richard 111.- Shakespeare’s
history of the hunchbacked medieval English king, is today’s
classical films presentation.
The 1955 color film, starring
Laurence Olivier, will be shown
this afternoon at 3:30 in Concert
Hall and again at 7 p.m. in Morris Dailey auditorium.
Co-starring with Olivier are
Claire Bloom, John Gielgud and
Cedric liardwicke.
"Richard III," is the history of
a wicked and brutal king. Literature, history, pageanty and legend
are combined to give insight into
the conditions that made possible
the reign of the medieval tyrant.

A unique professor exchange program supported by the government of Egypt has brought Dr.
Ibramih H. A. Elabd. professor of
electrical engineering, to San Jose
State College.
Dr. Elabd. who is instructing 14
classes in electrical engineering, is
at SJS under the auspices of the
Fulbright program.
Dr. Elabd explained that his government encourages instructors to
seek temporary teaching positions
in foreign countries by allowing
them a financially-aided leave of
absence every fifth year.
A member of the University of
Alexandria faculty for 10 years, Dr.
Elabd taught in France for one
year in 1956 when he became eligible for his first exchange program.
In addition to his teaching post
here, Dr. Elabd is doing research
work for Ampex corp., Redwood
City.
Comparing the engineering programs of SJS with that of the
University of Alexandria. Dr.
Elabd said that the quality of entering students in his country is
much higher than here.
"Tuition is free in all education
so that students must have very
high grades to win over the othet
students taking entrance tests,"
he explained.
All high school graduates take
the entrance tests hut only the top
students enter Egypt’s four universities.
"San Jose State students ha ,.
a much better practical background hut Egyptian students have
a better academic background," he
emphasized.
Following graduation, a student
then works for the government for
two years "to pay back the government for the free education,"
Dr. Elate] explained.
Dr. Elabd has extended his
knowledge of Arab affairs by he-

coming o-ativiser I.) the A vu
American club at SJS.
Before a recent meeting of the
club, he discussed the problems of
the Arab people.
"The best logical solution of the
Palestine problem would be that
the Arab refugees go back to their
homeland and establish free elections," he told them.
He emphasized that "education
is the only hope. Education will
enable the Arabs to understand
their situation as a poor country
and learn to aim toward unified
goals."
Dr. Elabd said the Arab countries would be last to turn to
communism because the people
would rather be poor and closer to
God than to turn to communism
for materialistic gains.

Deputy Registrar
A deputy registrar of voters,
sponsored by the Democratic club,
will be in the cafeteria again today from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., according to Fred Flranstetter. Democratic club president.
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Thrust and Parry

Editorial

Boxing Furor

Administration Errs
On Discrimination

When Emile Griffith battered Benny "Kid" Paret so badly
Saturday that Paret was sent to the hospital in critical condition,
the furor over boxing arose once again.
"Ban boxing," the opponents of the sport cried. One San
Francisco sports writer e pared boxing to bear fighting, dog
fighting and chicken fighting, all of which have been banned in
this country.
He said, "The brutality of these contests could not be tolerated. In what way is brutality lessened when the blood of man
is shed?"
There is no answer to this question, of course. The brutality is not lessened because man is fighting man. However, in the
case of man, he is supposedly able to decide on the odds against
him in the ring.
True, the main aim in boxing is to hit the opponent and
knock him out. It is a brutal sport. but the idea of banning it
because of one man’s injury or even death doesn’t make sense.
There are more deaths each year attributed to football than
her of deaths
to boxing. but no one cries "ban football." The
on the gridiron in 1959 was 37. In the same year. there were 11
deaths in boxingseven amateurs and four professionals.
With 2077 boxers having competed in three or more professional fights that year, close to 2000 additional competitors
in one or two contests and almost 7000 amateur boxers registered, one would expect an even more extensive list of deaths
than the .091 per cent.
In professional boxing, not one of the deaths occurred in
the United States.
Why the good record of boxing? Because the medical advisers of the boxing commissions are on the alert. No longer do
they listen to the fans who yell for blood.
The majority of fans who attend boxing shows have been
educated to the fact that a one-sided contest, or one in which
severe cuts are inflicted, should be stopped.
Those who shout "Let’s kill boxing," should study the college football report.
Football is likewise a dangerous sport that has brought
death and severe injuries in hielt schools and colleges. but no
ore iii- thought of banning it.
J.H.
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Editor:
In refuting CORE’s findings
that nine approved housing units
with vacancies refused Negroes
the right to rent, I feel that
Dean Benz and Vice President
Dusel demonstrate a complete
lack of understanding of the
fact of discrimination in housing.
How can Vice President Dusel
"summarize the administration’s
feeling (that there is) no information that any student needing housing has been discriminated against?
Dean Benz feels "we can be
most helpful if a student who
needs housing comes to the office himself seeking help."
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Pakistan President Talks
About Aid, Democracy
ByPHIL NEWSOM
UPI Foreign News Analyst
KARACHI, West PakistanWhen Pakistan completes its second
five-year plan four years hence, United States aid will have totaled
about $2 billion.
Of this amount, $1 billion already has been spent and another
$500 million authorized. Other aid will come from West Germany,
Britain, Japan, Canada and France.
This expression of confidence in Pakistan’s future largely is
due to the country’s straighttalking soldier president, Field
Marshal Mohammad Ayub Khan.
Ayub, a graduate of Sanhurst.
Britain’s West Point, addressed
the United States Congress last
year and talked in typically
CHAPMAN
By DON
tough terms.
Exchange Editor
Of foreign aid, he told the
law-makers, "You had better not
Action, a campus political
get tired at this point."
party at the University of Kansas has caused a tide of criticism
FRIENDS NOW
and controversy which dominatCountries such as Pakistan,
Daily
page
of
the
the
front
ed
he said, "are pressing against
Kansan last week.
you as friends. But if we don’t
organizers
party’s
Two of the
make the grade and, heaven forsevered affiliation with the
bid, fall under communism, then
was
that
is
group and charged
we will be pressing against you
adpersonal
"created for the
againbut not as friends."
vancement of a few people."
It was an unpleasant topic,
*
*
*
but Congress gave him an ovation.
Dr. Robert A. Scalpino of the
Ayub came to power in a
University of Redlands said rebloodless coup in 1958 and since
cently that "There is a rising
has ruled the country under
revolt of Soviet youth," in a
martial law.
lecture at the college.
Early this month he took the
Scalpino, who made a recent
first step toward establishing
trip to the Soviet Union, obPakistan as a democracy.
served that "It is an aesthetic
revolt, not against communism
NEW CONSTITUTION
as such, but against the conHe announced a new constiservatism in communism which
tution placing the country under
has controlled music, literature
a president and a two-hour parand art forms. I think that there
liament. Ultimately, he forsees
will be some accommodation to
a presidential system on a patwestern values soon," the Bulltern similar to the United
dog reported recently.
States. But he does not see it
*
*
*
now in a country where literacy
"Hades," the theme for Los
Is only about 19 per cent.
Angeles state college’s spring
For the present he plans a
carnival, has drawn applications
"basic democracy" wherein one
for 29 booths. A "little Las Ve"basic Democrat" will be electgas" booth, a "hitching post,"
ed to represent a village. From
and a "jail" booth are among
this will pyramid district counthe ideas various groups have
cils of "basic Democrats," procontributed.
vincial councils, and finally a
parliament and a president.
In the end, a basic body of
some 80,000 "basic Democrats"
will elect the president and parWASHINGTON (UPD
liament.
President Kennedy’s news conAn American here sized up
ference at 11 am. EST (8 a.m.
Pakistan this way: "Whether or
PST) tomorrow will be carried
not Pakistan is to have a delive over all radio networks and
mocracy will depend on how
the American Broadcasting co.
Ayub feels about it."
and Columbia Broadcasting SysRight now Ara) seems to aptem television networks.
prove.
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Seldom does one who is unwanted or discriminated against
seek help in imposing himself
on the discriminator. Not only
does discrimination deny Negroes housing near the school,
it refers them to less adequate
housing around the periphery of
the college living area.
Dean Benz and Vice President
Dusel are in error when they
say discrimination doesn’t exist
merely because Negroes don’t
clamor at their doors in search
of enforcement of their rights.
Why should it be necessary
for them to seek help from the
housing office to find housing
that supposedly is "available to
all."
Keith Jones
ASB A5889

Letter Discourages
Potential Member
Editor:
Speaking as a Republican, I
was embarrassed by Bill Pollacek’s letter in last Thursday’s
Spartan Daily. I was not embarrassed for him personally,
for I believe it is everyone’s
right to be rude, irresponsible
and disrespectful. but I was embarrassed apprehensive lest
anyone consider a person who
would write such a letter to be
a typical Republican.
Perhaps it is true that the
Young Republicans are considered an ultra-right organization
but, if so, it is not a result of
a whispering campaign or direction slips to the lavatory but
rather just such letters as Mr.
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Editor:
Here’s a reply to the ludicrous, sabre-rattling rantings of
Mr. Avery. He would be so inhuman, so callous as to "drop
the bomb now" and destroy the
largest race of man, the Chinese
people.
All this he advocates in the
name of God and patriotism. He
quotes "The Battle Hymn of the
Republic" about Christ who
"died to make men holy" and
urges us to "fight to make men
free."
May I remind our chauvinistic
friend that Christ, before he was
crucified, forbade his disciples
to raise their swords in His defense? He offered no resistance.

RELIGIOUS SUPPI IES,
GrIPTS, AND BOOKS
49 W. San Fernando
Phone: 295-2110
Nee deem asit .4 04 Joseph’s Church

and,
rapped in the nag, ride,.
off on the steed of
patriotism to
engage the foe. Let him
die for
his country, if he
wishes.

wan

trig the Stars

and
singing "America" Stripes and
and "Onward
Christian Soldiers."
Can we "make men free"
after
a total nuclear war"
Can they
even survive? Perhaps "eiviiii
tion" will continue. Maybe
the
last remnants of humanity will
be conquered by an armada
of
dugout canoes. The
Australian
aborigines may declare
holy war,
spreading kangarr.>o
worship with
the boomerang,
Bill ode
ASK A11416

Thanks Given
Lecture Committee
Editor:
I would like to express my
up.
precMtion to tho,:, responsible
for arranging the talk by
Mrs.
Hubbard, "As Africans See Ai,
rice," on March 15, and for inviting the general public.

This

was one of the best talks
on Africa I have ever heard and
contained a wealth of intorno.
tion. I must say, however, that
I was disappointed by the rel.
atively empty auditorium,
It also would not surprise m
if I was the only African pres.
ent and I am a non -student and
of European descent. There did
not

appear to be a single dark.
skinned face in the audience.
There surely must he some Negro African students at SJS and
they, too, could have learned a
lot.
C. A. HaekerIng
Palo Alto
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Third & San Fernando

This is pacificism most subversive. Was Jesus un-American?
If our answer to Richard the
Lion-hearted wishes to declare
a crusade against the infidel
Mao Tse-Tung, let him do it
alone. Ile can clothe himself
in white armor, bear the cross,

PaiLint J
206 SOUTH FIRST
42 SOUTH FIRST

EIEFEENFIEFEE

EVERY
COLLEGE
STUDENT
needs this
book

to increase
his ability to
learn
An understanding of the truth
contained in Science and
Health with Key to the Scriptures by Mary Baker Eddy can
remove the pressure which concerns today’s college student
upon whom increasing demands are being made for
academic excellence.

San Jose State

p

majors in Accounting, Business Administration. Eco

nomies, or Flamm, as well as candidates for the M.
demo.

’Was Jesus
Un-American?’

Christian Science
Organization at

Ideal Living Conditions in a
Stimulating Environment,
Fir’ would like to interview graduating Seniors with

Polliieek’s. This tirade, with
imaginary conspiracies as its
basis and irresponsible accusations as its result, was as radical and unprincipled a statement as I have ever read.
In the first place such a whispering campaign is unlikely because of the lack of political interest on this campus. the "pink
sheet" issue has been blown all
out of proportion and probably
was originated as a prank rather
than as a deep, dark subversive
plot for the destruction of the
Young Republicans. And exactly
what do these issues have to do
with being "blasted by left-wing
liberal professorshot aired professors." or is Mr. Pollacek
merely dragging in some personal vindictiveness.
If Mr. Pollacek is looking for
a reason for the weakness of
his organization, I suggest he
look no further than its president and vice president. I, myself, and I am sure many other
Republicans, who had thought
to join such an organization,
have been discouraged by just
such ugly anti-intellectual letters by its officers.
Perhaps it is time for a reasonable Republican organization
on campus. Since the title Young
Republicans seems to be sewed
up, I would propose "Rational
Republicans" as a title no one
would mistake for the other
group. If anyone were interested
I would be willing to help form
such an organization to work
for the good of the Republican
party rather than its defilement.
Charles E. Harrison
ASB 7395

MEETING TIME
7:311 Tilestlay
MF:ETING PLACE
Memorial Chapel
STUDY ROOM
184 E. San Fernando
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Catholic Schools
To Desegregate
NEV ORLEANS alPli
Archbishop Joseph F. Rummel
announced Tuesday night that all
Roman Catholic schools in New
Orleans and nine surrounding
parishes Icounties) will be desegregated this fall.
Arehhishop Rummel’s order affects 115 parochial elementary
and high schools in the New Orleans archdiocese.
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Odetta Appears Tonight
In San Jose Auditorium
PAJE THREE
INDENT
Accompanying het self on her
Folk singer ()delta brings her
’missive guitar or simply (quitworksongs, lullabies and ; ping the beat to her songs, thefantasies to San Jose’s civic au- 1 Negro songstress Is especially
ditorium tonight at 830 for a
noted for her worksongs.
one-night concert.
Odelta is among the many folk
Tickets are available at Wensingias who made their first
dell Watkins management of’addle appearance at San Franfice, Sherman Clay, 89 S. First
at.. from 10;30 a.m.-5:30 p.m. ’ cisco’s hungry i.
daily and at the Peninsula box
(it her engagements played by
office, Town and Country’
the folk singer include a year at
Palo Alto. Tickets are $3.75.
San Francisco’s Tin Angel and
$150. $3 and $2.
ci month at New York’s Blue AnOdetta’s singing style has been
gel. It was during the latter
associated with that of Bessie
performance that she came to
Smith and laselbelly. However,
the attention of folk singers as
Pete Se.egar and Harry Belaher ability to pack intense emotion inlet a song and loam forth
a rich, power sound is original
Motion appearances by ()delta
I’’ horself.
include "Cinerama Holiday" and
"Sanctuary." Television shows
1’ Re featured the singer
-tar include the Ernie
H I ,111AV and the Belafonte
..:1,ectacular.

"WORK OF ART"
One Aay cepvice

0

Odetta, who taught herself to
..eiy the guitar, considers folk
ciosie a kind of "musical freedirt" To her, these are the
,aigs that were born from ex.erienee and grew as they were
,e-experienred by the genera ’ions of working Peonle who
Fe’nrled them down to the present day by oral transmission.

Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty
DISCOUNT WITH ASO CARD

ART CLEANERS
398 EAST SANTA CLARA

PACE OPTICAL COMPANY

Air Force Officer
Says Technicians
In China Removed

Prescription Opiltiait.i
CONTACT LENSES
A COMPLETE OPTICAL LABORATORY
242 MERIDIAN ROAD
Bet. Park & San Carlos
Free Parking
CYpress 7-1939

BANK OF AMERICA BLDG.
Second Floor
CYpress 2-1939

UPI I - An
WASHINGTON
Air Force intelligence officer has
told congless there is evidence
that Russia has removed all its
leehnictam from Red China.
Assistant chief of staff for inI.dligence Maj. Gen. Robert A.
Ilreitweiser. in testimony before
I he House Appropriations com;lilt tee released Tuesday night.
,aid "We view it as having been
:1 whiplash . . . ;applied in re- ’,Fr, to the ideologieal dispute
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By Archibald MacLeish
Sp1e,l1 and Drama Prmitt,
Run, April h. T ;mil II through It
500 SJSC STUDENTS
$1.00 GENERAL
College Theatre
Curtain 8:15 p.m.
BOX OFFICE 5TH AND SAN FERNANDO STS.
Open 1 - 5 Daily
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WALK ON THE WILD SIDE
w;th Lawrence Harry &
Barbara Stanwyck
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TIME
RETURN OF
RETURN

THE WORLDS
MACHINE
SHRINKING MAN
OF ?PC FLY
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DANCING
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Riarita.
Alan.
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IN RESPECTABLE
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happy Hour
WILLIAM INYLER

8:00 - 900

’ HEPBURN
MAcLAINE
GARNER
THE
CHILDRENS
HOUR

15c

ddlerent...
THEATRE

0 the matwe nature of its theme -this motion nature is rec,,runended In, adults only.
Also: THE HAPPY THIEVES
Rao Hayworth & Re. Harrison
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By DRU CHALLBERG
Society Editor
In and

around the dolma and Greek houses, the bustling activity
of the spring season has caught on and influenced their now bursting
social schedule.
DELTA ZETA
Sorority members all over northern California are looking forwani to the chapters’ confab this Saturday in observance of Delta
Zeta State day. Members will gather at Sabella’s in Markt county
to discuss ideas and to give achievement awards.
Here’s whet- those late hours of studying paid off. Jo Olivo,
Delta Zeta junior who finished last semester with a grade point average of 18, has achieved for the second time the envious honor of
having the highest scholastic average for sorority women.
ALPHA OMICRON PI
Alpha Omicron Pi District day this Saturday will see the San
Jose State chapter as host to chapters from the University of California at Berkeley, UCLA and the University of Arizona. The initiation of Linda Nash as the outstanding district pledge will climax the
day’s activities. All visiting sorority women will be honored at the
scheduled banquet at the Ste. Claire hotel.
ALPHA CHI OMEGA
Alpha Chi Omega and Phi Sigma Kappa jointly sang their way
to the first place trophy In the novelty division of last Friday night’s
"Sparta Sings" contest.
Susan Retry, to her surprise, was serenaded as the Cinderella
Girl of Theta Xi fraternity by the Theta Xi members last Monday
night.
The sorority will announce its final choice for its Favorite Guy
at the planned Favorite Guy dance April 6 at the Almaden golf and
country club.
CHI OMEGA
Representing Chi Omega in Ow Associated Women Students
fashion show on April Ei will be Janie Winter. Sandy Cadman and
Ann Morris participated in the City -Panhellenic sponsored fashion
show last Tuesday.
Chi Omega sorority will observe its 67th anniversary on April 7
with the San Jose State and Cal chapters joining in an Eleusian
luncheon at Berkeley’s Claremont hotel.
The senior class secretariat position is now being held by Chi
Omega sister Barbara Bamford.
PHI MU
Now conducting officer duties at the sorority are Carol Christensen, president; Linda Jones, vice president; Lois Gersten, recording secretary; Barbie Haight, corresponding secretary; Nina Sanger,
treasurer; Diane Howard, standards: Linda Tanferani, pledge chairman: Beth Hooter, membership cahirman; June Sherry, panhellenic
representative. and Anna Lou Dyson. fraternity education.
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Politically active fraternity members are Jack Perkins. who
reeently attained the post of freshman class president, and John
Worthington, now secretary for the WC.
AROUND THE DORMS
An alumni exchange dance will be held Friday from 8:30 to
12 p.m. by Markham hall. All ex-residents of the hall are invited
to the’ planned festivities.
The lovely legs of Don Warnock, entered by Royce hall in the
recent Gorgeous Gams contest, walked away with third place in the
event.
Judy Leino, a Royer hall resident, is the proud recipient of
scholarship to the West Coast Nature Study school’s Death Vali
exeursion coming up during Easter vacation.
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Ballarian, assistant professor rd.
art.
Work by craft student.; ott to
in the Little Gallery inhibit
clude leather sandals. purses and
bags. Textiles 110S1:91,1 and Timde
1*; the students represent such
forms of decorating as hand paint ing. silk semen, block tainting and batik.
Other articles exhibited include rock, shell and wood mosaics, eva-loop rugs and embroidery and applique.
Two students whose work is
imitated in the Little Gallery exhibit tevently won lust prizes
for their mosaics from the Richmond Art renter. Awards. of $25
each WCIIt won liy Carol Atkin,
junior of Santa Rosa, and Mary
Lott Osborn. junior from Oakland. The Richmond exhibit will
remain open until April 13.
Crafts now on exhibit in the
Little Gallery are the work of
students of Miss Ballarian. Mrs.
Evelyn M. Carson and Mrs.
Gladys L. Vogelman, assistant
professors of art, and Harry E.
I ’11Welli, instructor in art.
The next Little (’callety exhibit scheduled is 0 gr.1.111.11.,
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SPRING SPECIAL

$5

Shampoo Set
Haircut

Look Your Loveliest Sn a New 1962 Dancing Hair- Fashion
I ,r/ir.ir./, ur
Open
253 So. 2nd
Thurs. & Fe
CY 7-8552
Until 900 P.M.
Vic tie:i

(’omit am/

veI c.u,
Fine Dinners at the
Low Prices
Chicken
$1.25
Dinner
Special Steak
Dinner
$1.10
$1.49
Top Sirloin Dinner

ARCHIE’S STEAK HOUSE
0.

21 1 II
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which eantpd be disregarded by
any country
. I am aware of
the fact that certain sections of
public ojanion in some countries,
especially in the West. have been
showing unnecessary net vousness
about the trend in the United
Nations.
"I feel that this ’seriousness is
not at all justified."

Glenn Doubts Any
Return to Routine

400 South First

1433 The Alameda

1. N T I) NATIONS, N.Y.
It
I Acting Seeretary-Gerieral Thant said certain Western
powers WPM showing "unnecessary neriousness" about the
United Nations which is "not at
all justified."
Thant said he a
With
Pl’eSident .K..1111(413, that reliance
on I egional oi.ganizations "should
in no way conflict with reliance
on the C’nited Nations."
The fiwynese diplomat did not
mention critieisni of the U.S. nil’
in the world organization mud last week by Sen. Maw.
Jackson f I
, lap
statement Saris an obi ious I
"As far as this organizahoo
eon (-ernes] " Th a n t said, "1 fee I
very strongly that the United
Nations has grown in strength.
is growing and its influence will,
in the future. not Is’ diminished
’I think it I
. tr-

Ine,is show run is>tter)...

SI.V. 11

illE

U.N. Secretary General
Discusses ’Nervousness’

23-27.
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Little Gallery Art Exhibit
Shows Imaginative Results
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Flashy Speedster Joins
Winter’s Sprint School

1962

Phi Sig Meets DU
For Hoop Crown
shVi It .1 ;
,),1 i Alum ai
autipitat lt.jiS Will he V.01) toroght
in the Spartan *Ill

Phi Sigma Kappa and 1.%eltit
l’jzsilort clash at 7:30 pm. fur the
ft.iternity croun and the winners
of last night’s Sheik-Grldtrotter
and Beachcomber -Ventura Rejects
not fon
0 it
.
.tnt ft.,:ti

STATE MEAT
MARKET
isu E Santa Cara
CYpress 2 7726
Genuine Spring
LEG OF LAMB
A or AA

62’

Genuine Spring
SMALL LOIN
LAMB CHOPS

’b

95c

Armour or Hormel
THICK SLICE BACON
rock
2-lb. Pockoge

Catcher

Frost.
LINK SAUSAGE

Lopez of the Chicago White Sox

98c
lb 49c

I) .1 t
im hit, I a I Pntn.
Howeirer.
sii1
By JOH
Miller clot, say that Martial I
ntered1
Another sin
iai Int 01141 of the top fresh attel s school .1
track Coach Bud
for sprinters. The latest addition. Mali runners ever.
Murad showed his speed when
is freshman Lloyd Murad, a flashy
runner ft -urn Caracas. Venezuela. he ran the 60-yard dash in 6.0
seconds in practice, unofficially
Nturad joins a school that boasts’ one -tenth of a second under the
champions
of past and present
world record.
like Ray Norton .9.3 in the 100o
Murad came to San Jose State
and Dennis Johnson I 9
because of the fine things he had
heard about Bud Winter and the
Although Sitar:id had taut run
coaching stuff
Eli,’ 100-ya rd dash Isets,n t his

tuipionship
IN-fending rhaliel, Phi Sig will
lir using Its sic, and well-balanced attaiek to eumbut
your-heti and hustling
. Spartan forward Dennis Rates has
been directing the DC squad.
’Dar?, mi. chili, net last ,sietti
in a play off game for the title.
:Many expected the winner el
.ilight’s game would Is- facing
iieta Chi for the erown il) a p112.
’I game. However. the ’TVs lost a
.1-41 decision Tuesday night fo::
.-ir second luSs. anti acre Must:.
!nosed from the scramble.
Art Romero led the Sig Epa
I,, their surprising victory with
23 point display.
In other fraternity league action
.KA dropped Sigma Chi. 50-42
:11Y iiroachsood got 18 for the
iKM. DU stopped Theta Xi. 37 Skip McKenna scored 12 10
lt ntns.
It.

Cll1ct

, UPI

,it

--Manager A.

Ida the major league record for
dching

TOP QUALITY

the most

major league

t raek essacts
f
Oran Miller IN halting that Lloyd
still better the IL’s. fr.-Oman
record In the velours. TO break
the record (9.3 held by Robert
Hayes) Murad must tie the
world record told by Hayes and
Frank Budd at 9.2.

ones. Lopez was behind the bat
i: 1918 while playing for Brook

y

n, Pittsburgh and Boston in Ow
-Atonal Iiiagtte and with Cies,
nil
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I Break f ast

pecia

STEAK

SIRLOIN

Jelly & Butter

Toast

Potatoes

6:30 a.m.
476
South10th

to
6:00 p.m.

$1

Closed
Wednesday

Street

"Good Home Cooling!"

1 . :7,wirL,their

rdwheant ,
and
defeated USF 8-4 Tuesday.
’
I-toy
"tin Jose took a quick 5-0 lead
the top of the first inning on a
oble by Len Rosenfeld, a walk
, I -lob Pimentel. a single by Lon
1
1:i rnero. a single by Ron Linden mann and a home run by Carl:
Fisher.
I
The Donn scored at run in the
second inning, but S.11,4 came
hack with three in the third to
I
take an 14-I lead.
The third inning scoring was ledl
. Rosenfeld’s home run and sini-s by Fisher and Bill Dawson.
l’SF couldn’t score again until
it- sixth inning when one run
one across and then in the ninth
..0 more USF runs ended the
ime.
t’he freshman nine also won its
tine Tuesday, 8-4 over Del Mar
...11 school.
Gary Strom was the big gun
f Or the Spartithabes getting al
triple and a home run.
Roth teams return to action tomorrow. The varsity plays USF
at Municpal stadium at 7 p.m.
’rhe frosh travel to Scan Francisco
for a 3 p.m. game with the US!:
frosh.

K & G Kitchen
isim Iwo leo
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WHAT’S THE PRICE ON
YOUR HAIR?
Sounds like a mighty peculiar
question, doesn’t It? But think!
If

you are

losing your hair

and a proven method could
On /WU

IIP

anal you won’t

men lake the time to INQUIRE
:al

tidequate fielder and may return
to his past performances.
1
ShurtsWp %sill he handled by
Felix Mantilla I.215i a terrific.
fielder skis, could never learn to
hit for Milwaukee. Maybe he will
1
tome through for New York.
Veterans Ricthie Ashburn 1.2571,
Frank Thomas 1.281, 27 homers)
and Gus Bell 1.2551 were all great
in the past. If they can put in one
good year for the Mets the ball,
club will du better than expected.
lisoble Landrith (.239) mill
probably he the regular eatcher.
He will be hacked up by doe 1
1)inherg (.222), l’hirenee (’oleman (.123) and Chris Canizzaro
(.203 with Portland).
’rhe only pitchers with major
league experience are: John Antonelli (0-41, Roger Craig 45-61, Jay
!look 11-31, Al Jackson 11-01,
Sherm Jones’ I -1i, Billy Loes
6-Si, Bob Miller ul.3i, Howie
Nunn 12-11 and Craig Anderson
14-31. Their grand total of wins
was 21.
PREDICTION: TI.- for efghth
place. Next: The Philadelphia

to KEEP you fr

getting bald
lb
S. I. TUROFF
Director, Calffernio
Tureff Offices

TEACHERS

Soccer coach Julie Menendez
will hold a meeting for all prospects for the freshman, junior
varsity and varsity soccer teams
in MG201 at 3:30 pm. Tuesday.
Plans for next season will be
discussed. All new prospects are
especially urged to tittt-tal the
meeting.

Live Near School
Here is a rare combination of older
horn* charm on the outside and a completely new remodeled interior, 30 foot
living room, lush wall to wall woofing,
all electric kitchen with builtins, 2 new
baths 3 bedrooms upstairs, master bedroom or family room downstairs. Very
tectelul decor throughout. Weal location, near coiage, ’tor a professor and
his family. 124.500

t that method, then you itre

actilally selling your halr VERY
eheaply, aren’t

yOU ?

How tan you TELl. If you are going bald? Re honest with
%ourself. that’s all. If you’s e got es Cesth ii hair fall, em-e.thin sive dandruff. Itchiness, excessise
your
s !Jeri to It
sung or Mild spots, yeal don’t nfell an
hair is kits Ing you foreser.
Now, we don’t care HOW skeptical you are Ine face skepicIc is that you come In and
tics all
listen to a Turoff expert. Do that, no matter WHAT wellmeaning friend or relatise has tried to discourage yoti. We
has
are proud (and gratefull that an :ippreciathe
made us California’s leading hair specialists, with six offices
now and more pending.
Our examination is F’REE. alosays has beenyou can’t it,,
halter than that, ean you? Why milt? Challenge 11.1 In plan
P
ean keep you from haltinesn! But nothing happens
III
rexeept you keep getting balder) until you see 11... C
NOW. Nrr Appointni..nt needed for free eantittation.

71HUTUROF
HAIR & SCALP CLINICS

SAL_NORNIA1 LEADING HAIR VECIALISTS
CY 8-4630
Hours. Daily. It am I3 pm. Sat 10 am 3 pm
8 P
THURS 4 PM
NO APPT NEEDED
(300 Commcrcial
SAN JOSE: 28 No. lot St.

They’re Here!
Our complete Spring Collection of
ACTION tailored . . .

Sweatshirts
Sizes
Small

Medium
Large
Extra -Large

Colors

Styles

Light Illu
LaEss Blue
Navy (Ira
Loden Green
Lavender
Sage, Aqua
White
Yellow

Boat Neck
Crew Neck
Zipper Collar
V -Neck
Short, Medium
& Long SIceve

Only

$2.85

Spartan
Bookstore

V ARCTIC ALASKA TOURS
V LAUGHLIN ALASKAN TOURS
V BOAC HERITAGE TOURS to Europe
LE BEAU’S personally conducted
tours of the Caribbean.
V Duck’s personally conducted Nun
to scenic areas in USA.
GRAY LINE TOURS USA, Canada,
Mexico.

TRANSPORTATION ONLY
European Rail Passes.
Jet Air Travel everywhere.
low Fare Airlines to East and a
Hawaii.

KMETOVIC AND BELL

Coast to Coast Trailways Buues with
hostess & complimentary snacks at
route.

Rcoltors
Soy or night call CY 7-9344

STUDENT DISCOUNT

Charlie Neal 12351 is one of the all-America stars Alex Kroll of
best fielding second basemen in Rutgers, Joe Romig of Colorado
1425 W. SAN
the league. It is hard to under- and Merlin Olsen of Utah state.
’ stand why the Dodgers got rid of
’
lo,k 1111.-11’ second
after his wie bad ""son’
MI Illi Mil IIMI II= li baseball win in WCAC play and h""
i),..Ant tzhhitritilut,hre (9.12e5t2A1)%lilhogoiswiathn i
over-alt record

CY 8-1212

2 Eggs

Soccer Meeting
Slated Tuesday

Baseball Nine
Defeats US F

United Radio and T.V. Supply Co.

years ago were thought impth.ible

The a-wicking standards arc are the world niarks. ’
higher in the Coiled States than
Who will go under 9.2
secuods
they art. in South Altlerle», Mu In the 100? It may he
Lloyd
rail said. He mentioned that the
i1ia rail.
main different... between the two
is that
rtsearth Is d
in
(hi- I .s. ti,asu in South America.
Iiii
\ILIJ .tti
eillbS
in Ven173 S. lsf St
CY 2 0102
ezuela before he came north.
Although he may be close hi
Now Taking Reservations
breaking the freshman record
for the following
the 100-yard dash, Miller thinks
V SUNRISE TOUR TO HAWAIIJuly 13
that, because of his strength. Mu9 day tour $272. Personally con
rad will be better in the 220.
ducted by Jules of ALLADIN TRAVEL
Miller plans to run :shwa on
with 7 day extension tour to
the trash mile relay team. He
TAHITI (optional).
thinks that Murat! can turn In
good tiniest in the quarter.
Also

Studious Gridders

STEREO HI-F! KITS

I

He went to the 1960 Olympics
representing Venezuela, where he
wits in the quarter-finals before
going down to defeat.
Maratt IP not one to 1...,t of

l’lie outlook for the New York i up in the National league stand:, ts is not much brighter than i logs rellittitis to RV seen.
it of the Houston Colts.
Most of the positions in the
The best thing that can be said
infield will lw told by veteran,
-r the Melt is that Casey Stengel
who were question marks %silt,
NEW YORK I UP1 I All tin, :
’tack in baseball. Whether he
their elai lat year.
of the star college football pla.se,
- the players to bring New York i
Ed
and
1.2421
Gil Hodges
awarded $500 scholarships f
1
1 Bouchee (.2481 both have seen post -graduate work because
better (lays. If they can put in one I classroom excellence as well ,
final good season then the Mets1 football ability played
will move up.
in the line. Among the eight were

DAY STROMMEATH
All’():\1;

JOHN -1-1EfiCy

At 27, Lloyd is on the
of greatness. He may threxhuld
taio
plaice among
the great ri.1111eS
in
the sprinting world
;ink
buck!,
Bay Norton, Dennis J ii
n, on
Robert Hayes and toilet.’
have lowered the %odd
sprint
marks until tans tinie,; that
25

ALLADIN TRAVEL

In the past Murata has competed "
in the 100-meter dash, running it t
in 10.3 (three-tenths of a secondl
off the world record,.

LLOYD MURAD, the speedster from Caracas, Venezuela, is one
10.3 in the
of the world’s leading sprinters. He has posted
100-meter dash and a 21.4 in the 220 -yard dash around a
curve. He is undefeated as a freshman in both the 100 -yard
and the 220.

Mul tail

iii 4-sitI 11,1.e
.11r, *Kin,
plans fur the summer
hut tiopt
hoep to compete in the
Cetilnd
American games in Jamaica.

DUNLOP

Special
Summer Rates

TIRES

\l. Al’ARTNIF

S80.110
2 Students
890.110
3 Students
,,/1,;.811111.111)
4 Stud(’nt:

SCIENTIFIC WHEEL ALIGNING
PRECISION BRAKE ADJUSTING
QUALITY RECAPPING

Al’11i111ENTS
\\ rill P001.
Hat Rate

CY 7-9111

11,2.-.1111
S )at tan Rental
Service

I
usa

485 St,. 9th - CY 7-8877

SPACE, MISSILE & JET PROJECTS
AT DOUGLAS
have created outstanding
career opportunities for

SCIENTISTS and ENGINEERS
B.S. degrees or better
Assignments include the following areas:
Heat Transferrelating to misServo-Mechanisms relating to
all types of control problems
sile and space vehicle structures
Electronic Systemsrelating to
Structuresrelating to cyclic
all types of guidance, detection,
loads, temperature effects, and the
control and communications
investigation of new materials,
Propulsionrelating to fluid.
methods, products, etc.
mechanics, thermodynamics,
to wind
Aerodynamicsrelating
dynamics, internal aerodynamics
tunnel, research, stability and
Environmental relating to air
con t rol
conditioning, pressurization and
Solid
State Physicsrelating to
oxygen systems
tnt t al surfaces and fatigue
Human Factorsanalysis of
Space vehicle and weapon
environment affecting pilot and
space crews, design of cockpit consystem studiesof all types,
soles, instrument panels and pilot
involving a vast range of scientific
equipment
and engineering skills

Get full information at

INDIVIDUAL ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
with

a Douglas representative

Thursday, March 29 & Friday, March 30

ore ),,o io make iiiappoinm
tent thr ough Edw ard W. Clements, Plat, merit
I hrer tor If you cannot, please write to

S. A. Amestoy, Stql-f Assistant to VP Engineering

DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY, INC.
3000 Ocean Park Blvd., Santa Monica, California

An iqittil

opportunity

employer

Is
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Top Distance Men Compete Saturday
SJS Spikers Battle
Jayhawkers, Indians
ssl FRED RAGLAND
track team goes
San Jose State’s
against a squad with an out outing distance contingent for
straight week Saturhe second
%/when it faces the University
Kansas in a triangular meet
includes Stanford unithat also
’say.
starting time for the field events
the Stanford stadium affair is
30 p.m. The running events get
underway at 2.
The Spartan distance men tangled with what is probably the

RENT A BIKE
All L,ehrWeighf Models
MEN s

WOMEN’S

tau N.,,, ler Reservations

Europa
inducted

PAUL’S CYCLES
CY 3-9766
1435 The Alameda

tecl tours
Caned.,

.81;11Ehlar.
11111101111illr’’

ONLY
PAY BY THE MONTH
AUTO INSURANCE

to

toes with
necks en

We insure preferred, standard.
and sub -standard risks.
AT LOW RATES

KEY
Insurance Exchange
For estimate or interview nail
ROSS BEAUDOIN
CY 5-1159 or CY 4-6269

25 gal.
of Gas

FREE
Every Week
to
SJSC Students
Only

bent one -too
middle distance.
combination in the country last
week when they raced against
Oregon’s Dyrol Burleson and
Archie San Romani at Berkeley Burleson, the American mile record holder at 3:57.6, switched to
the 880 and won in 1:48.2, fastest in the country this year. San
Romani, who had captured the
half mile at Fresno state the week
before in 1:49.5, placed first in the
mile in 4:03.8.
This week the Spartans will face
Kansans Bill Dotson and Kirk Hagan, another potent pair. Dotson
finished second to Burleson in the
mile in last year’s NCAA meet in
9:02.9. The Kansans mile time has
been topped only by ex-Kansan
Wes Santee within the Big Eight
conference.
Hagan won the conference. half
mile crown last year in 1:49.2
third fastest of all time by any
Big Eight runner. He placed
fourth In the National Collegiate
championships last year.
Stanford Is strong in the middle distances, too, with Harry McCalla and Rich Klier its chief
hopes. McCalla is a 4:09 miler,
while Klier has a best 880 time
of 1:50.8.
Going for the Spartans in the
half mile will be Jose Azevedo and
Carl Maloney. Lynn Peterson will
be held out of the event due to
a shin splint, according to Coach
Bud Winter.
Azevedo, a native of Brazil,
clocked his all-time beat of 1:53.0
In the 880 last week to finish
second to Burleson. Maloney has
a best effort of 1:54.9 this season.
Ben Tucker and Ron Davis will
take on Dotson and McCalla in
the mile for SJS. Tucker could
break the school record in the
event for the second straight week.
He established a new standard of
4:08.7 at Berkeley while chasing
San Romani and Vic Reeve of Oregon across the finish line. Davis
has a season best of 4:14.8.

Peter Snell, Beatty
To Go in Modesto
MODESTO, Calif. t UPI t
A
star-spangled mile field was in
the making yesterday for the California relays May 26 at Modesto.
World record -holder Peter Snell
of New Zealand Tuesday consented to run there against stubby
Jim Beatty of the United States.
Snell has run the mile in 3:54.4
while Beatty has won the mile
here two straight years with
clockings of 3:58 and 3:58.8. Beatty
became the first man ever to
crack four minutes indoors last
month with a 3:58.9 effort in Los
Angeles.
Jim Grelle and Laszlo Tabori
also have been signed up for the
event and efforts were being made
to add NCAA champion Dyrol
Burleson of Oregon, American
record holder, to the field.

5 Five -Gal. Prizes

Card.

How can you loose?
ALSO: Chances on

Thursday, March 29 1962

As-

ti

$1,000 CASH
i-very Month.

Golfers Face Pacific,
Sacto and Broncos
San Jaw Slate’s golf squad rus0 will be Lou% Bill Aragona,
leaves for Stockton today to take Gene Miranda, Mike Tanzer, Grant
on the University of Pacific and iornbeak, and Steve Brown.
Sacramento state college in a
double dual meet at 1 p.m.
CHINESE FOOD
The three teams will be comTO TAKE OUT
peting together in the 18 hole
Fast Service
round, but each team’s score will
Dinners from $1.25
be counted on an individual basisBeef Chow Mein
against the other two teams comSweet & Sour Spareribs
peting.
Fried Rice
One player from each school will
$1.05 per additional person
go in a threesome. Eighteen points
Watch for Bonus Ticket
LLOYD MURAD AND DWIGHT MIDDLETON
way in the 220 around a curve with 21.4 and
will be divided in each of the
inside Fortune Cookie.
fought right down to the wire before Murad
21.5 clockings. Later in the day Middleton ran
dual match scores.
"Free Dinner for One"
nipped Middleton in the 100-yard dash against
a 440 relay lap in 47.1 to pace the mile relay
The Spartans meet Santa Clara Closed on Mondays
the Cal frosh Saturday. Murad was timed in
team.
tomorrow at Almaden country
-Oen.I.. lon Sampair
9.7 and Middleton in 9.8. They placed the same
club at 1 p.m.
Santa Clara, which lost several
of its top men from last year’s
team, is led by Mitch Second.
He will probably be paired with
John Lotz, the Spartans’ No. 1
NEW YORK t Upit Holdovers man.
148 W. ALMA
(near Spartan Drira-in)
293..3192
Wilt Chamberlain, Elgin Baylor,
Competing for San Jose tomorBob Pettit and Oscar Robertson
Coach Butch Krikorian’s varsity French (SFS), 6-1, 6-1; Bob were named to the National Bastennis team made it four wins in Adams (SJS) over Dave Smith ketball Association’s annual Alla row and six wins in eight match- (SFS), 6-2, 6-3: and Bob Bur- Star team yesterday along with
es Tuesday, handing the San Fran- ton (SJS) over Paul Fitzgibbon newcomer Jerry West.
cisco state Gators an 8-1 shel- (SFS), 6-0, 6-1.
West, who teamed with Baylor
lacking on the Gators’ own
Results in doubles:
to help the Los Angeles Lakers
athor of "Rally Round The Flag, toys", ’The
courts.
Stroud and Wright (SJS) over win the Western Division title,
Many Lore:, of Dobie Gillis", etc.)
The netters whitewashed their Vaughn and Quintana (SFS), replaced Bob Cousy of the Bossingles opponents and took two 6-1, 9-7,; Stevens and Kim (SFS) ton Celtics on the first team. It
over Junta and Burton (SJS) marked the first time that Cousy
out of three doubles matches.
SHAKESPEARE DOESN’T LIVE HERE
Stinson Judah, playing in the 6-4, 6-4; and Judah and Adams missed being named to the first
ANY MORE
No. 1 spot for the Spartans for (SJS) over Smith and French team since he entered the pro
A recent and most heartening development in American college
the first time this year, won in (SFS) 6-2, 6-3.’
ranks 11 years ago.
life has been the emergence of the artist-in-residence. In fact,
an impressive 6-3, 6-2 display over
the artist-in-residence has become as familiar to sight on campus
his opponent, Bill Vaughn, of San
as Latin txmies, leather elbow patches, Rorschach tests, hula
Francisco.
hoops, and Marlboro cigarettes.
And we all know how familiar that isI mean Marlboro cigaJudah’s teammates were just as
rettes. And why should it not be familiar? Why, where learning
impressive in their singles play,
is
king, where taste is sovereign, where brain power rules
however. All five of them won
supreme, should not Marlboro be everyone’s favorite? The vii tin
their watches in two sets, and
good sense that gets you through an exam in Restoration Poetry
none of their opponents got more
or solid-state physics certainly does not desert you when yeti
than three games in a set. The
Conte TO pick a cigarette. You look for a flavor that is flavorful,
a filter pure and white, a choice of pack or box, a lot to like. Voti
matches’ singles results follow:
look, in short, for Marlboroand happily you don’t have to look
Gordon Stroud over Paul Stefar. Marlboro is available at your friendly tobacconist’s or voidyens, 6-0, 6-3; Lee Junta (SJS)
ing machine, wherever cigarettes are sold in all fifty states and
92+ Octane Reg. 100+ Octane Ethyl
over Roger Kim (SFS), 6-2, 6-1;
1418 Vegas.
Russ Wright (SJS) over Gary
But I digress. We were speaking of the new campus phenenteExamples of year -around oil prices:
non the artist-in-residencea man or woman who writes,
paints,
or composes right on your very own campus and wilt, is
Shell X -I00 Triton, Veedol,
also available for occasional consultations with superior students.
Take, for example, William Cullen Sigafoos, a rtist-in-residei tee
Havoline, Valvoline, Richlube
qt. can 380
at the Toledo College of Belles Lettres and Fingerprint IdentifiCastrol
qt. can 500
cation.
As we all know, Mr. Sigafoos has been working for many years
1001t, Eastern Bulk
qt. 19s
on an epic poem in rhymed couplets about the opening of the
2
-Gal.
Scaled
Youngstown-Akron
$1.29
highway. Until, however, he went into
Can,
Eastern
100%
Gymnastics Coach Claire Jenresidence at the Toledo College of Belles Lettres and Fingernett and his two prime rope climbCigarettes
package 220
print Identification, his progress was not what you would call
ers, Ron Dare and Dan Landers,
rapid. He started well enough with the immortal couplet we all
left for New Mexico university yesknow: Pity speed along on ache. Is of rubber, rushing hone in
time for Rubber
terday to participate in the NCAA
Then Mr. Sigafoos got stuck. It is not that his muse deserted
playoffs this weekend.
4th &
6th & Keys
10th & Taylor
him: it is that he became involved in a series of time-consuming
Dare finished third in the state
episodes a prefrontal lobotomy for Irwin, his faithful sled
college championships last weekdog; fourteen consecutive months of jury duty on a very complicated case of overtime parking; getting his coattail caught in
end, which showed power for the
ExcluNirely
at
.
.
.
the door of a jet bound for Brisbane, Australia; stuff like that.
Spartan entry, for practically all
He was engaged in a very arduous job in Sanduskyposing
of the rope climbing in the United
for
a sculptor of 113..1.1rantn when an offer came from the Toledo
States is done on the west coast.
College i if Relies Lewes and Fingerprint Identification to bike
Landers’ times have been close to
up residence there, finish his magnum opus and, from time to
Dare’s all season.
time, see a few gifted students.
1.Pr
1 1.0.1k
Mr. Signfoos accepted with pleasure and in three short yestrs
CY 7-0920
72 S. FIRST ST.
completed the second couplet of his Younastown-Akron Turnpike
epic: The high fcrpris made of solid concrete and a/ the loll station rpm
A.
gr.’ so ’,yin,.

Netmen Down Gators;
Dominate Singles Play

PUEZITAN OIL CO.

Master
JEWELERS

INSTANT
-005444,ak.
PANCAKES
&WAFFLES
It’s Instant with
E -Z LIQUID PANCAKE
& WAFFLE BATTER!

* BLUE CHIP STAMPS

So. First Street
Nerf to Safeway’

4.1111.111MMIEmEmomb,

Center

Gymnasts Journey
To NCAA Playoffs

* A I. CPEDIT CARDS
HONORED

9

Cousy Bypassed
In All -Star Picks

DISCOUNT
2c & 3c T1

NOW -- NO REASON
TO SKIP BREAKFAST --

MOHAWK
STATION

Payoda

OnCampusmarLm

* 21r CIGARETTES
* DISCOUNT ON OIL
cd EATTERIES

FAIRCHILD

SPARTAN DAILY -5

NEW!

No Purchase Necessary
With Presentation of
SJSC Student Body

Lost ssesx s winners aro:
01,0016 080019
,R0021 080022
and 080024

gaity
sports

NO MESS
NO FUSS
NO WASTE
NOTHING TO
ADD

A refreshing new idea and so
delightfully tasty. Just shake
and pour. Makes up to thirty
scrumptious buttermilk pancakes.
Ask For If
At Your Grocer’s
Tociat

IVO (6 ltcol r s.idatte

Credit Gladly

9

Your Master
JEWELER

CY 7-0920
72 S. FIRST ST.
Second Street Entrance
FREE PARKING
SEE ALL OUR EXCITING STYLES ON
FRIDAY NIGHT FROM 8 TO MIDNIGHT

Then a few gifted students came to visit him. They were a
prepossessing lot the boys with corduroy jackets and long,
shaggy beards; the girls also with corduroy jackets but with
beards neatly braided.
-What is truth?" said one. "What is beauty?" said another.
"Should is writer live first and write later or should he write
tend do a little living in his spare time." said another,
"How do you find happinessand having found it, how do
you get rid of it?" said another.
"Whither are we drifting?" said another.
"I don’t know whither you are drifting," said Mr. Sigaroo.,
"bed an for me, I 11111 drifting back to Sandusky to pose for the
hydrant seu I pt. tr. "
And bark lie went, alas, leaving only a fragment of his Young.
town-Akron Turnpike epic to rank with other such uncompleted masterpieces as Selnilicres Unfinished Symphony. the
se IOU Met almilm.
Venus de Milo, and Singer’s Midgets.
5

Take cheer, good friends, from one masterpiece that is complete. We., refer, of course. to ,Warlhorn cigarettes. Filter
end and tobacco end are both as good as tobacco artistry
and science can make them.

-wow

15-P 4/RYAN D 411.Y
Thorsen) Mareh 29 1’.!

Aero Department
Plays Host to 14
Schools, Colleges

ROTC Cadets Accepted
At Technology Institute

At a duo) -lung ci 111,1 slice recently, the Aeronautics departTwo San .1055. State AFROTt.’
ment played host to visitors from
14 high schools and colleges in I cadets, both seniors, ha’,e been
their annual Youth Day program, accepted for entrance at the Air
sponsored by the California Avia- Force Institute of Technology.
Wright -Patterson AFB, Ohio.
tion Education assn.
The two, cadet Col. Philip J.
Gown Dunn, an SJS student.
was honored student representing Greeley and cadet Maj. Paul F.
the college. Robert Johnson, a Riffel, will study 21 and ’24
;y, at the cenDiablo Valley College student wits 1 months. req.present ly eurn
presented a 52000 scholarship to ter. ( ireeley
the Northrup Aviation Institute
of Technology by Thomas !Leonard. head of the SJS
nautics department.
kCoritiouril irons Page 1)
Working with Leonard were
Nick M. Milichevich, chairman of agencies are moving from the capthe Youth Day program, and as- ital city to Los Angeles or San
sistant professor of aeronautics, Francisco to get away from the
and Gerald Schreve, instructor of pressure of the legislature.
aeronautics who assisted MilicheThe assembly’s position is bolvich.
stered by the fact that 31 of its
Highlight demonstration of the members are from Los Angeles
day was when the visiting stu- county. It was Assemblyman Thodents witnessed a sound test of a mas Rees, a candidate for the state
Djinn helicopter.
senate from Los Angeles, who
Guest speaker of the day was countered the senate’s stand TuesT. H. Showalter of United Air day and insisted the lower house
Lines.
ways and means committee prohibit the trustees from returning to
Sacramento.
"The language I have put in use
ludget bill says that if the trus$999
’56 VW
toes spend five cents to move back
SEDAN
Sacramento. they’ll be cut off
$999 !tom all support funds at once,"
’58 TR
ROADSTER
!tees said.
The committee adopted the Rees
’59 Corvette $2499
F 1 STICK
amendment on a voice vote.
tithe lower house backs up Rees
$1299
’60 Corvair
:ind if the senate sticks with Burns,
STICK
he issue will have to be settled by
$2599
’60 Impala
conference committee this week3-25 4-SPEED
end.
A confisence committee. is COMpOSed of three senato rs and three
assemblymen. Their report then
(CLASS OF Si
must be adopted by both houses
1199 SO. FIRST STREET
:wrote the trustees finally learn
CV 2-7587
.he.r tate

Trustees Center
Of ’Tug-of-War’

SAVE

EARL WILLIAMS
MOTORS

For the LARGE
or s Appetite

e-’

Whether you want a light lunch or
a full course meal, TICO’S TACOS
has just the thing. To satisfy that
large appetite the DeLuxe Combination should do the trick.
It includes: Enchilada, Taco, Tamale.
A-11-Q Tacos, Rice, Beans, Salad and
Coffee All for only

$1.50
30’
Ticas TACOS has something

for
all types of eaters, whether large
or small.

Tica’s Tacos
Oh and St. James

CLASSIFIEDS

TO PLACE AN
:DA
at
Affairs OfficelIStudent
CH
Room 16, Tower all, or
Send in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order.
No Ption Orders
FOR SALK
Sears Mo-Fed, motor bike, lood con&
-r. 5C,5. AN 9.3986.

Nice furnished rooms for men. 267 So
2.1. 5 -roe
Boy to shore fern. 2 boy apt. Utiliies
pd. $40. 643 So. 6th.
Fern. Apts. for men, large rooms,
just reduced. Swim pool. 686 So. c
CV 3-8864.
Summer rates now on new apt. boss,’
& 3 bedrooms. See Mqr., 426 So o
Apt. *7. CV 4 0662 or CV 7.9344
WANTED

Male grad. student needs room’,.
N,ce apt. $40. CV 7.7886,
’56 Pontiac conu., real shore: $550. 403
Woos,., Apt. 4. S.J. CV 4.2576.
I Girl to share lq. 4 below. house
3 ohes CV 7-9372.
For Sale: Myer Derailleur bike, used 5
mir..n.ht Make offer anytime after 6:00 Wanted: Male student to share I bed.
P m. 567 So. 8h.
rocm. furnished apt. 633 Sc. 8th.
Girls’ approved apt contract, 4th St.
rd to 375 Cal CV 7 8131

TRANSPORTATION

Riders-L.A. and return this weeke
TR 3 Ian ’511, $1200. R&H. wind wqs.. Lv. Fr,. Dave JU 8 1096.
’Jean! AL 2.2437.
"See the U.S.A. in a Ford." Driving i
For sal*: Poloroid I 10A 0/carry ,ose. to New York and vicinity at end of
flash etc. Ercerenr condition. semester, and want riders. Contact W
pest offer 292.2726.
leder. 43 So, 5th St. Phone CV 3.4’
If not in. leave message).
’51 Studebeier. Gd. me -h.
$es.
Co J rt CV 5.1261,
MISCILLANIOUS
11 Bela ir sports coupe.
5.25 CC 8-4944 ,u

brt

him on Rockets
"Packaging Rocket Power," a
film documenting the research and
development of the rocket systems
for Project Mercury. will be
shown today, at 1:30 p.m. in S164, !
by the SJS student organization
of the American Chemical society.
The film, besides outlining the
liquid fuel systems developed for
Project Mercury, shows developments in solid-fuel research.

Spartaguide
Roger Willia,
m
speaker
Dr. Jay McCullough on "Buddhism," Roger Williams co-op, 156
S. 10th st., 12:30 p.m.
Women’s Recreation assn., ba.sketball, WG2.3, 7 p.m.
SAC, speaker Edwin McDowell,
editorial writer for Arizona Republic, on "The Conscience of a
Conservative," Morris Dailey auditorium, 3:30 p.m.
AWE-IRE, meeting, E103, 2:30
p.m.
Alpha Eta Sigma, meeting, cafeteria rooms A and B, 730 p.m.
TOMORROW
Extramural sports, golf, Almaden Golf club, for transportation
contact Mrs. Alice Reynolds,
WG17, 1 p.m.
Newman club, original musical,
"Betcha Life," Morris Dailey auditorium, 8:30 p.m.

For the small appetite try a foot.
longhot dog for

CLASSIFIED RATES:
25c a line first insertion
20c limit succeeding insertions
2 lin minimum

niantier of the cadet group at
I cation culminates in the Ph.D.
htoB.SJS
cadets will enter the insti- degree
FIELDS OPEN
tute Aug. 28. Greeley wW take
courses leading to an MS. degree
The fields open to a graduate
in aerospace and mechanical en- mechanical engineer are air congineering.
ditioning, ballistics, heat and powitiffel will major in nuclear en- er, propulsion, thermodynamics.
gineering, and will work for an structures’, standardization and
MS degree also.
materials.
The nuclear engineer attends
EL ICE/MIT HOME
The two will be corrunissioned foul’ quiuteis of academic work
second lieutenants upon gradua- at the institute, has two full quartion from SJS and will enter the ters of laboratory, then returns to
institute as duty officers, to take the institute for his last two
quarters.
classes while drawing full pay.
Maj. Joe Turpley, associate proGreeley is, a graduate of Merced
high school and was honored as fessor of military science at SJS,
AFROTC distinguished cadet in said, "I feel that it would be benOctober. His home is in El Cerrito. eficial for any freshman enrolled
Riffel is administrative officer In the engineering program here
of the AFROTC cadet group and at SJS, who expects to take a five
is a mechanical engineering major. year course, to visit us and see
A graduate of Fremont Union high what his chances are for extendschool, his home in in Cupertino. ing his studies through the AI.%
The Air Force institute admin- ROTC program."
Major Tarpley noted, "These
isters the active duty assignments
of Air Force officers sent to civil- cadets, Greeley and Riffel, are, as
ian universities to do graduate far as we know now, eligible to
work. Some of the graduate edu- receive distinguished cadet awards
upon graduation."
-

Hey fellas--quality ho-’, made coor
CV 7.5797.
1953 Chevrolet sports coupe, RAH, new Spade Sings. r.
tires, esceiler - and err Call EL 6- able from Fly
The 2 groups r
396. 530G ;
elision& informer, r’H 1 11013.
Slingerland white pearl drums, cymbals after 600 o rn
hardwere & r-ases $250 CV 8462
SERVICES --Typ.ino-tkns,
RENTALS
,

other
Girl wanted to share apt wirt
PERSONALS
lids Emerson Arms Apts. 545 s- grs Superfluous hair
pe,rne’Ar ’
St. (Apt. 5).
Nentelle RE, 210 So st CV 4.4499
NILP
WANTED
3 Inn. unf. apt. Stove. ref va. CPI.
nrly $ W. 545 So. 11th.
2 boys pert time work. More.. afterni
or eye. Phone CY 7.5473 5 p.m. tot. p Modern shills apartment 580. CV 8- for appointment. Ask for Mr. Powers
1558 617 So. gth.
LOST AND POUND_
Soy to share fare. room, K P, linens fore 1:671-1: Ilk. Mycese,-ileys. Reword,
10th Sioier. (_t 1 15116,
SP. 655 So 6th.

YOUNG SWIMMERS
NEW YORK (UPD-The averageage of the 10 National AAU
women’s outdoor swimming champions in 1961 was 15.9.

College Chaplains Student
ITO Engage in Talks Will Be
SJS college chaplain, representing every major religious denomination will participate in "Conversations in Religion," a spring
semester program of informal discussions in campus living groups,
sponsored by the College Religious
council. April ’23 to May 18.
According to the Rev. Fred
Gere, Baptist campus pastor, the
program is dedicated to "not necessarily increased religiosity, but
rather increased awareness In all
areas that a person need investigate In order to become a better
leader today.
Living groups are asked to contact the college religious council
in choosing a speaker for the pmgrant
Those campus chaplains participating are: the Rev. George L.
"Shorty" Collins, American Baptist; the Rev. J. Benton White,
Methodist; the Rev. Walter E.
Phelps, Episcopal; the Rev. Allan
J. Dieter, Lutheran.
Alsa included will be the Rev.
Gere, Baptist; Mr. Paul R. Searle,
Latter Day Saints; Mr. Mark S.
Rutledge, United Church of Christ;
the Rev. V. Donald Emmet, Presbyterian; and the Rev. Cyril V.
Leach, Catholic.

Job Interviews

Research Projects
Presented Tomorrov

Twelve original student research period.
papers will be presented to the
The event
Nan*
public today rind Friday from 1:30Iannual presentation
of
to 3:30 p.m. in CHIN), according I and is sponsored by the
to Dr. Gene R. Medinnus, co-or, ogy department trio
dinator of the research projects chapter of Psi Chi
and associate professor of psychol- orary psychology
.
ogy at San Jose State College.
Presenting papas; iod.
professional
re"Like any other
William J. Hudspeth
sealrh presentation, the students Doolittle. Richard
will be given 15 minutes to intro- Miles A. Vich, John I).
duce their idea, and five minutes and Ronald C. Johnsen
to conduct a question and answer dra Cuogaii.
Friday’s program Nth
Michael H. Meeker J,
Pugh, Paul F. Zelinirt
C. Vicory jr., Jw-ae% c
Student orientation leader ap- and Lauren K. Georandl
plications are now available in the
According to Dr.
College Union, according to Sue projects are strictly %
Curia, orientation committee and designed to stimulai..
toward active inter...!
chairman.
Interviews fur the positions will
be held in the Union Monday
through April 13. Applicants must
Ow tsaimd Nyin,
ere is demise We
sign up for an interview time
place oar quid,*
when obtaining an application.

Leaders Needed
For Orientation

POSITIVELY THE

Job Intervirs will be held in the a degree in any phase of engineering, and those who hold a B.A. in
Pcii;icerontthe= AApdp:intenutnt sra’% any major. (Students are subject
put out in advance of the interview.
Students are requested to sign up early. to federal service entrance examination.) Positions are open in
TOMORROW
logistic support, supply requireThe Douglas Aircraft co., Inc., ments and distribution, accountwill interview majors in aeronaut- ing, procurement, personnel manics, chemistry, civil, general, me- agement and engineering. The inchanical, chemical and metallurgi- terviews will be held at 353 S.
cal engineering, physics and math- Fifth at.
ematics.
Contra Costa Civil Service dept.
Macy’s will interview students, needs personnel in the following
any majors, for an executive train- departments: Public administniing program.
tion, business administration, ci .1
The United Technology corp. engineering, sanitation, soci
will interview majors in mechan- work, sociology, psychology, jum.,1
ical. civil, and chemical engineer- civil engineering and junior ading, aeronautics, industrial tech- ministrative analysis. They aba
nicians and chemistry majors.
need social worker trainees, pro-.
Litton Industries Inc. will inter- bation officers, sanitarians, data
view majors in electrical engineer- processors and group counsellors.1
ing.
Interviews will be held at 353 S.
Long Reach City schools (Los Fifth st.
Angeles county) will interview
The Security First National
prospective elementary school bank will interview majors in acteachers.
counting, business administration
MONDAY
economics and finance majors I’m:
Basic Vegetable Products Inc. management trainee positions.
will interview students majoring
Rio Linda Union, elementary
in business, or some similar field school (Sacramento countyl will
of study, for administration interview elementary school teachcourses for production trainees. er candidates.
’rhey will also interview chemistry
Martinez elementary scho ol ,
majors who are interested in food (Contra Costa county) will inter-I
technology. The interviews will be view prospective elenientary
held at :153 S. Fifth at.
school teachers.
Burroughs Wellcome & co., USA
Merced Union high school (Merinc., will interview any major with ced county) will interview pros-’
a background in biological and/or pective high schoril teacners.
chemical sciences. They are also
interested in medical representatives for pharmaceutical sales.
Interviews will be held at 353 S.
Fifth st.
Sacramento Alr Materiel Area
will interview students who hold

01, Voilflog

The application will be due on the
day prior to the interview.
Approximately 70 students will
be selected as orientation leaders
by the committee, said the chairman. Their duties will be to conduct discussion groups and campus tours for new students next
semester

LOWEST
GAS PRICES
IN TOWN

hair styling rjek.
These ere srell-cienl
iobs with Wens, .1
room tor resr.,,,,
ment Cut se, i.4..
4900 p
d sr 460.4

Information Available
Now

Remember, Ike bite,
puce the best ouuanj

San Jose
Beauty College

SAHARA OIL CO.
See

156 S. SECOND

I :mil William

CV 8-4388

:ST: :!:::
Share the world-stirle joy of
Easter with everyone Yost
love! Choster greetings joyful. sentimental ... or reverent, from our beautiful
nev.

SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE

BIGIT I II\ I 1111’l

Are any of these your questions?

PHARMACEUTICAL
SALESMAN
UNUSUAL
OPPORTUNITY
FOR RIGHT MAN
Openings available at once due to
expansion program.
INTERNATIONALLY FAMOUS
PHARMACEUTICAL MANUFACTURER
OFFERS THE FOLLOWING TO
QUALIFIED INDIVIDUALS:
I. Substantial starting salary with frequent increases
based on merit.
=2. Liberal bonuses based on ability and initiative.
=3. Automobile furnished, expenses paid.
=-4. Free hospitalization and surgical benefits for your
entire family.
= 5. Free life and accident insurance policies.
=6. Excellent retirement plan.
=7. Thorough training program both in the field and plant
while receiving full salary end expenses.
=8. Unusual opportunity for advancement to man with
capacity for leadership.
If you can meet the following qualifications and are interested in a career and not just a job, write to us giving
complete information regarding education and experience.
A confidential interview will be arranged.
I. Age over 22.
=2. Deg. preferred in business administration or the sciences. Min. 3 years college.
=3. Highly motivated.
1-.4. Successful sales experience preferred.
The men selected for these positions will call on top flight
physicians, hospitals and druggists.
Send replies to
Vernon R. Ruflen, 360 Town & Country
San Jose 28, California

How can I get a good it
job without having any f
business experience

Where can I get a job el
that will make use of
my college training

Do! have to learn
typing and shorthand 7
to get good-paying
work

I’ll be on campus
spon to bring you

_

Interested in working with the
public? Our Gladys Sawyer will
be at the placement office to tell
you about the goodpaying
positions we offer to college
girls. No experience needed

the answers you want ’
to hear

(we’ll train you at full pay!).
See the placement office now
for an appointment
Wednewlsiy. AprIl 4.

Pacific Telephone

